
1.) Empty the package contents and prepare the hinges to be secured in place. Attach glide
bracket to the back panel with screws. Place hinges in position and secure with screws. 
Secure face frame to door with screws. Place bumpers on cabinet door edges. Apply glue to
face frame dado. Insert cabinet side into face frame dado. Secure assembly blocks with staples

2.) Repeat step 1 for the other side panel.

3.) Apply wood glue to the bottom dadoes and insert the bottom panel. Secure assembly blocks
to the bottom panel with staples.

4.) Attach assembly blocks to the toe kick with staples. Attach the toe kick to the cabinet box
with assembly blocks and staples.

5.) Apply wood glue to the top dadoes for support panels.Insert support panels and attach with
assembly blocks and staples.

6.) Apply wood glue to the back panel and position it in place. Secure back panel with staples
at a 45-degree angle. Secure back panel with screws in the pilot holes at a 45-degree angle.

7.) Insert glides into brackets. Secure the glides with screws.

8.) Position shelf clips in place. Position shelf in place on top of the shelf clips.

9.) Apply wood glue to the drawer front dovetails. Attach the drawer box to the drawer front
and secure the dovetail by tapping the pieces in place with a mallet. Repeat on the other side.
Be sure to wipe away any excess wood glue as you go.

10.) Insert the bottom panel into the drawer box. Apply wood glue to the back dovetails on the
drawer box. Attach the drawer box back to the drawer box and tap into place with a mallet. 
Be sure to wipe away any excess wood glue.

11.) Attach bumpers to the back of the drawer front. Secure the drawer glide clips to the bottom
of the drawer box with screws Insert the drawer box into the cabinet box so that the clips
attach to the drawer glides.

12.) Enjoy your new cabinet box!
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